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Week two 8.31.21: elements, energy, chem review
Overview:

Frog book chapter 3: systems (3.1 and first part of 3.2 on your iPad)
FR chapter 2: systems (modules 3,4,5 in the FR text, Goodreader on your iPad)
Math bits: radioactive decay, pH

Review:
Chapter one was on overview of what Environmental Science is all about, what your
greatest challenges will be in this century (good luck), and some bits about the
scientific method (and how to find witches).
The iBook coveres these as well, but in a more interactive overview.
Chapter two is all about systems, matter and energy, the subject of other courses as
well: physics is all about energy and matter, chemistry is about matter, energy and
reactions, and biology includes feedback loops and systems, as well as lots of gooey
living stuff.
For this chapter, cause and effect will be your guide-keep these in mind.
Reading: Chapter 2 in FR text, modules 4 and 5. Module 4 is huge, so don't give up.

Why this chapter now? How does it enable us to study other things?
Soils-capillary action
Populations-radioactive decay
Energy-PE/KE, thermodynamics
Global warming-radiation, thermodynamics, feedback
Water-pH, chemistry, colligative properties
Food-fat/CHO/proteins
Sustainability-feedback, thermodynamics

Some of these may be review for you, for others it may be new, so let's take our time...

Module 4: Systems and matter----------
matter=takes up space and has mass (better definition: anything that has density since
d = m/v)
mass=amount of matter (n.b. NOT weight, you can be weightless in orbit, but you still
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have mass-watch the film Gravity...)
atom: a=not, tom=cut (look up tomogram, CAT scan, or go to subway)
atom=smallest particle (known then) that cannot be cut further (we now know there are
protons, neutrons, electrons, and quarks, even smaller things than these are predicted,
look up string theory)

Element: recall all of your previous science courses-this is a collection of atoms that
share the same identity, usually noted on the periodic table by their number of protons,
NOT neutrons (e.g. isotopes) or electrons (e.g. ions)
Look at carbon 12, 13 and 14-look at the notation for each (isotopes=iso, same tope,
type)
Look at sodium atom and sodium ion, note the notation for each

Why do they have certain charges? Who does every element "want" to be? Why?
Diverge here into orbitals if you like; s,p,d,f (sharp, principal, diffuse and fundamental
spectral lines)

https://ptable.com/?lang=en#Properties

Click for full-size image

Molecules: more than one atom (H2)
Compound: more than one element (NaCl)
Questions:

https://ptable.com/?lang=en#Properties
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Questions:

1. If density = mass/volume, why is this a good definition of matter?
2. Hydrogen can be an atom, while Hydrogen gas is a molecule. Explain
3. What is the difference between atomic number and atomic mass?
4. Carbon 14/12 is an isotope of Carbon 12/12. Explain

Radioactivity: unstable nucleus (usually more neutrons than protons), releases
particles (often neutrons, but includes electrons as beta rays, or energy as gamma rays)
Largest and slowest radiation is alpha rays: slow Helium nuclei (2 protons, 2 neutrons,
no electrons, so they are + charged)

Radiation summary: (n.b. you may see these referred to "rays" or "particles", they are
the same)

alpha rays: Helium nuclei, slow, charged, stopped by your skin or paper
beta rays: fast electrons (137,000 mph), charged, stopped by foil
gamma rays: fast photons with very high energy, penetrates almost everything,
stopped by lead
neutrons: can be fast (bad) or slow (thermal, useful in creating steam in nuclear
power plants), goes through everything but 2 meters of concrete or lots of lead
shielding

Radon gas
Biggest danger to you if you live near granite or other similar rocks (Alaska, Colorado,
Oregon, Washington):
Alpha emitter, so not dangerous alone, but if breathed in, it emits alpha particles deep
in your lungs, causing cancer (lung cancer and leukemia).
Second main cause of lung cancer in the US!
Much denser than air (226 grams per mole, vs. about 42 for room air) so found in
basements or lower parts.
Ventilation is the solution, or not living in lower areas of a house.
Most states where this is found have laws requiring a ventilation fan system (ask
someone from Alaska, Montana or Minnesota)

Half life: not just a boring Saturday night
Time it takes for half of whatever to decay, depends on amount left, like water
leaking from a large water tank
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If you are into math, this is known as a differential equation, meaning the rate is
dependent on the amount left. We'll see more of this in population curves, but any
time a rate is dependent on how many there are, you'll see the half life rear it's head.

Some math you will need to know:
A half life is the time it takes for half of something to go away.
In radioactivity, we use the formula: amount left = starting amount x (1/2)^n. where n
is the number of half lives:

Sample problem:
Starting with 128 grams of unobtainium, which has a half life of 10 minutes, how much
will be left after:
10 minutes
20 minutes
60 minutes
15 minutes (tough one, make sure you know how to use your calculator in real mode,
not "hello Kitty" mode

You can also write the formula as: amount left = starting amount/2^n

Questions:

1. What is similar and/or different between U 234/92 and U 238/92?
2. How many protons, neutrons and electrons in each?
3. Would you expect this to be radioactive?
4. A news announcer says:”Iodine 131 has a half life of 8 days, so it will all be gone

in just 16 days”. What is wrong with this?

--------------------
Radioactive decay lab: M&Ms®

1. pour at least 40 M&Ms® into a jar, close the lid and mix
2. pour the M&Ms® out onto a plate, and count the total number
3. remove any M&Ms® that have the logo face up
4. count again
5. repeat #1 above, one minute later
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6. graph your results, with the X-axis as number of tests and Y-axis as number
remaining after each removal

7. what does the X-axis represent?
8. what does the Y-axis represent?
9. what is the half life for emanemium?

10. graph our results along with the data from other teams on one graph-what do you
notice? (x-axis is minutes, y-axis is # remaining)

Review:
Bonds: (not the money kind)

Covalent: weak, think of plastic, butter or things that can melt. Electron is shared
between both atoms (e.g. pilot-copilot), examples: any twin (H2)
Ionic: strong, electron moves from one atom to another (NaCl is a good example),
hard to melt, usually dissolves in water
Polar molecule: has one end more + than the other (like water, which is polar
covalent-confusing!).

Hydrogen bonds are formed when a polar covalent molecule like water has
one end (the hydrogen end) that bonds weakly with the negative charge (the
oxygen end) on another molecule

Water!!!!--------------

What do blonde people and very tall trees have in common?
What do vaping teens and premature babies have in common?

Surface tension: cohesion (holding hands)-think of water bugs, and the soap example
Soap makes water "wetter" by reducing surface tension between water molecules
Soaps also have an ionic (water loving, hydrophilic) side and a covalent (water hating,
hydrophobic) side, so they can carry away oils when in water, like washing your hands

Capillary action: cohesion and adhesion (think of adhesive)
Key to most plants...

Cohesion: water molecules want to "hold hands"
Adhesion (like adhesives): water molecules want to stick to other molecules
Capillary action: combination of these two, where walls are close together (hair,
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trees, all plants)

Questions:

1. what is the connection between water striders, tall trees, premature babies and
vaping?

2. what is the connection between wifi, microwave ovens and dry toast?

Acid: more Hydrogen ions free (H+)
Base: fewer Hydrogen ions free (more OH-)
Water: amphoteric (both sides): balanced H+ and OH-
Water is H-O-H or H-OH, so has a balance

Here's the trick: Acids have more Hydrogen, but they have a lower pH (1) than bases
(14)
huh?
pH: n.b. the notation, this means "potency of H+ ions" (don't misspell it)

Here's why:
pH is the -log10 of the [H+], so larger numbers are actually closer to zero
log10 of 1EE-14 is -14, a very small amount of hydrogen, so a base
log10 of 1EE-1 is -1, a much larger number of hydrogen atoms, so an acid
See? The negative sign in the formula makes these into positive numbers, so:
pH of acid is 1, pH of base is 14

Quick dive into pH and pOH:
pH is LOWER the stronger the acid
n.b. the pH and pOH always add to 14:
water is pH 7 and pOH 7
some acid might be pH 2 and pOH 12
some base might be pH 12 and pOH 2
pH of perfect acid is 0, which has a pOH of 14
pH of perfect base is 14, pOH is 0

Acids: battery acid, your stomach acid, fruit juice, vinegar, old wine, your skin (why?)
Bases: soaps, drain cleaners
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----------------------9.9.21---------------------
<="colligative">Colligative properties<="colligative"> (collected properties): bp
(boiling point), fp (freezing point), mp (melting point, often the same as fp)
Can be influenced by other substances, e.g. antifreeze, which is ethylene glycol, an
alcohol. You could use any alcohol in your car to raise the boiling point, but ethylene
glycol is less flammable (yet toxic to animals) than ethanol
n.b. anything that ends in -ol is an alcohol: methanol, ethanol, butanol, propanol, etc.,
(see below).

You could also use salt, which is hard on the bodies of cars (rust), but is great for
melting ice on roads, or making ice cream (freezing point depression)
Water is weird stuff: as it boils, it gets less dense (e.g. steam) AND when it
freezes, it gets less dense (e.g. ice)
Why is this critical for life in lakes in the winter?
It is also a "universal solvent" since it has pH of 7, dissolves ionics and is polar
covalent. Nice to drink as well.
Fancy-pants word for this: amphoteric (both acid and base)

Alcohols:
"Organic chemistry" means based on carbon
Any organic (carbon) molecule with OH attached is an alcohol (different from OH in
acids and bases)
Look these up:
Methanol
Ethanol
Propanol
Butanol
What do you notice?

----On alcohol being used as food for alcoholics:
Ethanol is metabolized in the body into ethanoic acid also known as acetic acid. You
bio folks may recognize this as one of the inputs in the TCA (citric acid or Krebs) cycle.
Once a human body "learns" how to live off of ethanol (e.g. alcoholics), many of their
calories come from this source. One theory uses this as a possible explanation for
certain genetic predispositions towards alcohol dependence.
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This is what the chemistry looks like:
C-C-OH ---> C-C-O-O-H ---->C-C-H-O
ethanol --> ethanoic acid --> ethanal
The other name for ethanal is acetaldehyde, which is the strange smell you detect
coming off the breath and skin of alcohol drinkers.

Methanol takes a far more toxic path:
C-OH --->C-OOH ----> C-HO
methanol --->methanoic (formic) acid ---> formaldehyde
You might recognize the second one as the sting from fire ants, and the third as a
carcinogen they embalm dead bodies in...

As if that was not enough for one module...
Chemical reactions: usually involve movement of energy (light, heat), no mass is
created or destroyed (conservation of matter)
melting and boiling don't count, sorry

Organic stuff (this could be an entire separate chapter-ask Ms. Anton!)
Organic=contains carbon, the base for life on our planet usually C-H or C-C bonds.
Look on the periodic table below Carbon, we could be Silicon, but we'd have to be lava
creatures since the energy needed for chemical reactions would be higher.
n.b. some thermal creatures use thermosynthesis instead of photosynthesis, using
sulfur instead of oxygen (look again at the periodic table)

Inorganic=either no carbon, or bound carbon (C02, like in carbon dioxide)
Food stuff:
Proteins, fats and carbohydrates: all contain C-H-O in some combination, only
proteins have N as well...
Dive deep if you dare:
CHO=carbohydrates (clever name), usually in a chain, short chains are sugars (used
for fuel), longer ones are starches and can be used for structures (e.g. cellulose in
plants) or pasta...
smallest: sugars, all end in -ose (glucose, sucrose) LOOK THESE UP, CHECK OUT THEIR
MOLECULE SHAPE
glucose is a "monosaccharide" created by photosynthesis (next chapter)
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longer chains: starches (rice, pasta) slowly digested (see diabetics, and glycemic index)
structural CHO: cellulose-little boxes with goo inside, need enzymes to break these
down (cows)
ENZYMES ALL END IN -ASE

Fats/lipids: same chemical structure as CHO, but built along a glycol (alcohol)
backbone.
If the fats have long carbon chains with only single bonds, they are saturated (lots of
Hydrogen atoms) and can hold together (e.g. animal fat)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturated_fat
If the long chains have double bonds and don't fit together, they melt easier (e.g. oils)
and are called "unsaturated", usually better for your health.
n.b. McDonalds® got into real hot water a while ago for frying all of their stuff in
"supersaturated fats". Ugh...

Proteins: complex molecules of CHO and N. Look up amino acids, note the common
structure.
Now look up the amino acid methionine. What element does it contain as well? Why do
rotten eggs, swamps (and Kilauea volcano) stink?

Nucleic acids: DNA and RNA (another whole chapter)

Questions:

1. What is the difference between carbohydrates, fats and proteins?
2. How much more acidic is something with a pH 4 than one of pH 5?
3. An element has a half-life of 30 days. If the original sample is 100 grams, how

many grams will remain after 45 days?
4. Which is more acidic: NaOH or HCl? Why?

CALCULATOR PRIMER-------------
This is what an iPhone calculator looks like:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturated_fat
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How to do half lives:
Let's say you are given 64 grams of something with a half life of 7 days. This means
every 7 days, half of what you started with goes away.
If they ask you how much is left after 21 days, you first divide 21 by 7 to get "n" the
number of half lives: 3

Then you set up your calculator like this:
Amount = Starting amount (0.5)^n
Best way is to do this from right to left (backwards)
so,
Enter 0.5
hit the xY key (just below m+)
enter n (3 in this case)
press equals
multiply all of this by your starting amount (64)
you should get 8 grams left

Try this with 128 grams and a half life of 6 days, after 42 days
You should get 18/6 = 3 = n
0.5 xy 7 = 0.125
128 x 0.125 = 16 grams
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How to do pH calculations:
pH is a number between 0 (acid) and 14 (base)
pH is defined as -log10 [H+]
What this usually means is just the exponent of the [H+] concentration
so,
[H+} of 1 ee -4 has a pH of 4
[H+} of 1 ee -6 has a pH of 6
[H+} of 1 ee -4 has a pOH of 10
why?
pOH is just 14 - pH, so pH + pOH always = 14
On your calculator, calculate the pH of something with a hydrogen concentration of 1
ee-3
enter 1
press ee key (to the left of 1 on the calculator)
press 3
press the +/- key (above 8 on the calculator)
press log10 (left of 4 on the calculator)
change the sign from minus to plus
you should get the answer: 4

This also works for complicated numbers like [H+] = 4 ee -3: pH = 2.39

Module 5 (FINALLY!)
Energy is the ability to do work (heard that before?)
Units are joules ("jowles in England), and a few others (calories, Calories, BTU, kWh)

Power is how fast you can do the work (climbing stairs or running up stairs), so Power
= work/time
Units are Watts (joules per second or j/s) among others

Energy->Joules (work~amount of water)

Power->Watts (how fast the work is done~flow)

demo: walking/running upstairs-----------------

KE/PE: Kinetic and potential energy
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PE: chemical bonds, height, spring

KE: motion, freewheel, flowing air/water

temp: KE=1/2mv^2 (macro level)

molecular level:

KE=3/2kT, so T prop to v^2 of molecules

EMR: shorter wavelengths more energy e.g. UV, X-rays
Light is one form of EMR or electromagnetic radiation (needs no medium, so we get
light from the sun through the vacuum of space)
What you need to know: EMR has higher energy with higher frequency (e.g. ultraviolet
light damages DNA, infrared heat can only burn)
See visible spectrum:

Energy can be potential (ability to do work) like altitude or chemical bonds or kinetic
(see Kinesias in Lysistrata), the energy of motion or heat (molecules in motion, KE =
3/2kT)
Temperature is not heat, but the average speed of the molecules...
Temp in the upper atmosphere is 900°C but you'd freeze there, as there is no
atmosphere to conduct the heat to you.
Interesting fact: Concorde passengers could not touch the windows, not because they
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were too cold from the altitude, but too hot from the air friction of the plane going 2x
the speed of sound.

Thermodynamics (heat in motion)
Laws: Physics version
1. you can't win (no such thing as more than 100% efficiency)
2. you can't break even (not even 100% is possible, there is always a "heat tax" on every
reaction)
3. you can't get out of the game (all reactions tend towards disorder, the "heat death"
of the universe, or ∆S>0 for the universe)

Chemical version:

1. energy cannot be created or destroyed
2. energy can move, but always at a cost (entropy, disorder increases, ∆S>0

universe)

Efficiency is the amount you get out of any energy reaction, divided by the amount
that went in, always less than 100%
efficiency; never 100%, 30-60% common
Human 35% efficiency, diesel engine 60%, Formula one racing car: 55%

Energy "quality" is the degree of organization of the energy (sugar molecules vs. heat
coming from your body, or well organized gasoline "octane" molecules breaking into
heat, CO2 and H2O)

Entropy: degree of disorder in any system, all reactions tend towards more disorder
(e.g. your closet or bedroom-tell this to your parents)
energy quality-entropy, disorder, e.g. closet ∆S>0, takes energy input to reduce S
(entropy)

System dynamics----- (had enough yet?)
Open system: stuff comes in, goes out, e.g. energy
Closed system: everything stays in e.g. mass
Steady state: balance of inputs and outputs (money example)
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Feedback: think of the howling speakers at assembly: microphone picks up the
speaker, gets louder, goes on and on: positive feedback
Positive feedback: response makes the situation stronger/unstable: capsizing ships,
childbirth, bleeding to death, climate change, melting permafrost, albedo decrease in
the arctic...
Negative feedback: response makes the situation more stable, tends towards recovery:
stable ships at sea, sweating, good relationships

Questions:

1. Explain the difference between energy and power
2. UV radiation will cause sunburns but infrared will not. Why?
3. What are the 3 laws of thermodynamics?
4. Give an example of positive and negative feedback


